
Thank you for your order! 

Bed Claw® Slat Jack™

Adjustable Height Bed Slat Support Leg 
to jack up your sagging mattress.

The SlatJack™ adjustable center support leg is designed for 
bed slats or furniture that needs extra strength to fix, 
prevent, or underpin sagging issues. Developed and 
designed by BED CLAW,® the SlatJack™ acts as a jack for 
your bed or furniture to prevent or correct sagging.  Used 
with wood slats on your bed, the SlatJack™ adds years of 
comfortable sleep and is the #1 solution for sagging 
mattresses.

Troubleshooting:
The SlatJack set includes two glides, one long and one 
shorter. Use one or the other to achieve your specific height 
requirement. 
Please contact us immediately, as we are happy to assist.
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New & Improved

As the manufacturer, we can answer questions 
or assist with your install. Just ask!

New & Improved

Bed Claw® Slat Jack™

FURNITURE & BED JACK TO FORTIFY THE CENTER

Item # 143*BCJS_SO2
Adjustable Height Bed Slat Support Leg 

Set of 2

Jack-up your sagging 
mattress.

DNCVYG40EQX

Questions or Concerns? 
Items missing from Shipment? 
Need help with installation or setup? 

Email support@wallaceflynn.com

Chances are, you relied on feedback left by other 
customers when deciding to purchase this product, 
because it gave you an honest impression of the item 
and how it would work. 

Please consider posting a review or adding your own 
images on Amazon to help other customers.

NEED HELP?
Email support@wallaceflynn.com



Included Parts: 
2 -Bed Claw® SlatJack™ Legs
2 -5” Tall Adjustable Height Glides 
2 -2 ½” Adjustable Height Glides 
2 Adjustable Height Leg Extenders

Included Hardware: 

2 -Wing nuts
2 -Jam  Nut
2 -Coupler Nuts (the big one) 
8 -#8 3/4”Phillips Screws

Recommended Tools: 
Phillips Head Screwdriver 
1/2” Wrench 
3/32” Drill Bit & Drill 
Additional person to assist 
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The SlatJack™ set includes two 
glides, for each leg. One is 5" 
long and one shorter, 2½" long. 
Use one or the other to achieve 
your specific height requirement.

SlatJack™ Unibody adjustable center support leg instructions.

Step1
Gather necessary tools, and ensure all parts are present for each leg. (Fig. 1)

Step 2
Determine the height of your bed, as measured from the floor to the bottom of the wooden slat which the 
leg will be attached to.

• If the height is less than 10 inches, you will screw the 5” adjustable glide directly
into the SlatJack™ leg.

• If the height is about 11 to 12 inches, you will need to use the shorter,
2½” tall adjustable glide, leg extender, and coupler nut for additional height. (Fig. 2)

• If the height is greater than 12 inches, you will need to use the 5” adjustable glide,
leg extender, and coupler nut for additional height. (Fig. 2)

Step 3
Using the included screws, attach the leg to the underside of your wood slat. Generally, you’ll
Want to position the leg near the center of the slat. As an option, you can pre-drill pilot holes 
to prevent splitting the wood. (Fig. 3)

Step 4a (Space under bed is less than 10 inches tall) 
Thread the wing nut onto the stem of the adjustable glide, with the “wings” pointing down 
towards the floor. Screw the 5” glide almost completely into the BedClaw® Unibody leg. (See Fig. 4) 

Step 4b (Space under bed is about 11 to 12 inches tall, use the 2½” adjustable glide.) 
Thread the large coupler nut halfway onto one end of the leg extender, and thread the wing nut onto the 
extender, with the “wings” pointing down towards the coupler nut (See Fig. 2).  

Thread the smaller jam nut onto the 2½” adjustable glide. Screw the adjustable glide into the other half of 
the coupler nut until it firmly presses against the extension. Use a wrench to tighten the jam nut against the 
coupler nut until the connection is snug. Screw the assembly into the BedClaw® Unibody leg.

Step 4c (Space under bed is over 12 inches tall, use the 5” adjustable glide.) 
Thread the large coupler nut halfway onto one end of the leg extender, and thread the wing nut onto the 
extender, with the “wings” pointing down towards the coupler nut (See Fig. 2).  

Thread the smaller jam nut onto the 5” adjustable glide. Screw the adjustable glide into the other half of the 
coupler nut until it firmly presses against the extension. Use a wrench to tighten the jam nut against the 
coupler nut until the connection is snug. Screw the assembly into the BedClaw® Unibody leg.

Step 5 
Put the slat in place on your bed. Adjust the glide downward until it is resting on the floor.  
Note: The glide should rest lightly on the floor. It should not be “lifting” the slat. 
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